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INTRODUCTION
The City of Zephyrhills has initiated a major update of the Zephyrhills 2020 Comprehensive Plan.
To guide the substance of the plan update, the city has engaged the community to learn about
current and emerging issues and opportunities. The outcomes of these early planning steps will
establish a strategic foundation for the comprehensive plan. The updated plan will be entitled
Zephyrhills 2030 Comprehensive Plan (Zephyrhills 2030).
The planning team for the plan update, led by city’s Planning Director, organized and facilitated
two substantial public involvement events in fall 2016 to kick off the planning process.
Stakeholder interviews and a community opinion survey yielded a significant trove of public
perceptions, opinions, and ideas. The input was compiled and categorized by the planning team
for discussions at future workshops and meetings for the plan update.
To provide context to the community input, the planning team developed a profile of
demographic conditions and trends in Zephyrhills (see Listening to the Community Part 2) and
conducted a broad-brush audit of the currently adopted comprehensive plan showing where
progress has been made and where work should continue (see Listening to the Community Part 3).

STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
More than 50 stakeholders representing a wide range of community interests participated in
one-hour interviews over the course of two days (September 27-28, 2016) at Alice Hall
Community Center. Stakeholders included business owners, property owners, realtors, local
developers, residents, major employers, not-for-profit representatives, educators, artists and
musicians, elected officials, city staff, and representatives of local and regional agencies and
organizations, among others. The project team interviewed the stakeholders in groups
organized by the following topics:
•
•
•
•

Mobility/Accessibility & Government
Health
Education & Job Training
Real Estate

•
•
•

Economic Development
Community Quality of Life
Culture & the Arts

The stakeholder perceptions and beliefs expressed during the interviews form a clear picture of
the issues and challenges facing the city. This report summarizes the key points emerging from
the interviews and includes a list of topics sorted from nearly 200 ideas obtained through a
questionnaire distributed at the interviews. These ideas provide a rich inventory of what the
community feels should be addressed in the comprehensive plan. The key points and ideas
provide the city with a community-driven road map for Zephyrhills 2030.
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WHAT WE HEARD
The following is a summary of what the planning team heard during the stakeholder interviews:

Perception: Zephyrhills is a city of many assets…
•

A small town with easy access to the surrounding region. “We are small town America.”
“Wesley Chapel does not have what we have: proximity to Tampa, Lakeland, and Dade City.”

•

A traditional Main Street surrounded by neighborhoods in the process of being revitalized
(Zephyrhills Community Redevelopment Area including Gall Boulevard). “People drive to
downtown to bike through the very pleasant neighborhoods around it.”

•

A wealth of community events (Founders Day Parade, Homecoming Parade, Pigz in Z'Hills
BBQ & Blues Fest).

•

Natural and man-made features (the Green Swamp Wildlife Management Area, Zephyr Park,
pure water).

•

An internationally known destination for sky diving.

•

A weekly, local newspaper. “Larger cities don’t have that; very important to keeping a sense
of place.”

•

There is awareness that Zephyrhills is changing. “We are going through a period of
transition. How will we handle that transition is going to be important?”

Perception: Downtown is Zephyrhills’s greatest asset…
•

Downtown is what gives the city its “small town” character.

•

There is agreement that downtown “needs to happen” and that no alternative scenario is
imaginable or desirable. “There will be in excess of 20,000 rooftops built around SR 56 at a
typical density of 2 to 3 units per acre. Downtown is the only way the city can differentiate
itself.”

•

Three new businesses have opened in downtown - Stella’s Restaurant; an antiques and
soap shop; and an arts/crafts gallery space. Downtown’s new microbrewery has the
potential to be a catalyst for new businesses and redevelopment.

•

Redevelopment plans and incentives are in place (Zephyrhills Community Redevelopment
Plan and ReImagine Gall Boulevard).

•

Land is available for redevelopment. “Appreciate what the city has done with condemnation.
We now have areas for new construction, though no new building has yet to materialize.”

•

Over 1,000 dwelling units in a traditional neighborhood development have been approved.

•

A number of artists live in downtown opening the possibility of creating a residential arts
district.
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Perception: Downtown has challenges…
•

In spite of a favorable regional location and an authentic small town feel, the perception is
that downtown Zephyrhills is deteriorating.

•

Business failures are high.

•

Properties are poorly maintained.

•

The city must do “better code enforcement to get people who want to move here rather than
get people to move here and just wait to get evicted and move out.”

•

Downtown needs a minimum maintenance ordinance to set standards for property upkeep.

•

A stronger community effort is seen as critical to clean up and beautify the area: “residents
and businesses need to come together in a cleanup effort.”

•

The “cleanup mob” program idea was floated as a model to engage young people in
cleaning downtown and its neighborhoods.

•

Drugs and crime are big problems. The police “needs to put pressure on dealers and users.”

•

Parking is perceived as lacking. “There is not enough of it.” “There has to be agreement so
that merchants do not take all the available space for themselves.” Poor sidewalk conditions
deter use of available parking in remote areas of Downtown.

•

Downtown is not competitive in the housing market. “Because of low-income rentals, anyone
who wants to buy a home doesn’t perceive downtown as a home-like place to be.”

•

The strong residential growth expected in southeast Pasco County should increase pressure
in revitalizing downtown. It raises the question: “Will those new residents go to downtown
Zephyrhills to do their business and shopping or will they go somewhere else?”

•

Revitalizing downtown to make it attractive to residents and visitors and to make it a
desirable place for business is a top priority.

Perception: More housing choices are needed…
•

There is agreement that the city needs more middle-class housing. For example, 80% of
Florida Hospital workers do not live in Zephyrhills. “We need to bring them in the city.” There
is also a need for affordable housing (e.g., workforce housing) and for permanent supportive
housing for homeless and elderly populations.

•

Most new housing in southeast Pasco County is located within low-density, single-family
subdivisions. Other than Lakes of Zephyr Ridge, there is “no decent rental housing.”

•

When elderly residents leave Zephyrhills, their homes are frequently acquired for use as
low-cost rentals. Absentee landlords acquire them and rent them at very low rents. Low
rents are “a massive problem.”
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•

Properties within the city are difficult to renovate to modern standards and amenities. They
have little value and often are not financeable due to extensive rehabilitation needs (bad
roofs, termites, old wiring).

•

Community Redevelopment Area incentives for housing and FHA low-interest loans are a
possible means to address financing of upgrades.

•

To facilitate property rehabilitation, the idea to designate a local credit union designated as a
low-income credit union to obtain CDFI (Community Development Financial Institution)
certification was discussed. A CDFI institution facilitates the management of Community
Reinvestment Act funds and local banks can achieve related credits. This model has been
widely used in other communities.

Perception: Demographics are changing Zephyrhills’ identity…
•

Population is aging. “Retirees that came to Zephyrhills in the 1960s are leaving the area or
dying out.”

•

“We have an identity issue as a place where a bunch of old people live.” In the past few
years, while that perception remains, the reality has changed.

•

Younger families with children are moving in. This shift is changing community priorities and
needs.

•

Relatively low rents attract a transient and poorer population. “They live paycheck-topaycheck on fixed-income or disability. They have no mobility.”

•

“The average wage is $28,000 for a family of four, which is not a lot of disposable income to
support commerce.”

•

There is homelessness and a great deal of doubling up of families under one roof.

Perception: School quality has declined…
•

The socioeconomic decline experienced by the city has negatively impacted the quality of
schools. “In a period of 10 years, all schools went from an A grade down to a D.”

•

City demographics have affected all schools.

•

“This was not always the case. People would bus their kids to put them in Zephyrhills
schools.”

•

All schools in Zephyrhills are over capacity per state standards.

•

The Pasco County School District is struggling to keep up with rapid growth and is $400
million in debt. The ad valorem tax rate for the school district is 1.5 mil. Raising the school
impact fee would help but would not address existing debt. An increase in ad valorem taxes
could be a remedy to the debt burden but is unlikely under the present political climate.
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•

There is strong support for career and technical education. Curricula in aviation, medical,
technical design, and agricultural skills are available in the educational system. “We need to
continue to support those programs.”

•

There is also support to establish a vocational school. Currently, courses are offered in
different schools and require students to travel.

•

Pasco-Hernando State College has an aviation program designed to complement the high
school program. Florida Hospital partners with Pasco-Hernando State College to provide
nurse training and job placement. Rasmussen College does not have enough teachers for
nursing students. Programs like these can alleviate the gap existing between available jobs
and local skills and education, and help young people to find work locally.

•

Recruiting talent is a challenge for Florida Hospital, the largest employer in Zephyrhills.

Perception: Community spirit is in decline…
•

People are not invested in the community as much as in the past. Changed demographics
are eroding “the community spirit that we once had.”

•

Loss of sense of community can also be seen in schools with less involvement in game day
attendance and the homecoming parade.

•

There is a lack of information about upcoming events. “We used to sell ribbons that people
would wear on high school game day.”

•

There are no venues to accommodate larger events. Ideas included establishing a new
senior center, reopening an existing downtown theater, re-using the Kmart building as a
community center, creating a facility for large functions such as banquets, anniversaries, etc.

•

Events can bring the community together, however, events in the city “do not have a lot of
diversity.”

•

There is strong consensus that the community needs to develop events that bring, residents,
artists, and performers together.

Perception: New health trends are emerging…
•

Cases of diabetes and obesity are increasing due to lack of exercise and diet. “Now children
are developing diabetes and at an early age.”

•

Isolation affects older residents and there is no mental health facility in Zephyrhills. “The
spouse passes away, children are living away, and they are not active nor social.”

•

Good Samaritan Project’s goal is to have a free clinic for the working poor. A program in
conjunction with the Florida Hospital services 20 to 25 patients once a month in the three
hours offered.
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Perception: Growth is strong but it is happening in places mostly outside of the city’s
control…
•

“Our growth in the county is unreal!” Growth is coming. New roads will attract low-density
residential development. The impact of the large Twin Rivers development at SR 56 and US
301 raises concerns.

•

Because a great deal of the development is occurring in the unincorporated area, the city is
in a weak position to manage the related growth impacts. “Growth around the community
still impacts you, but you not getting the benefits you would if you controlled it.”

•

City/county cooperation is critical to addressing and managing growth.

•

Zephyrhills is also growing, but not as fast as other parts of Pasco County.

•

There are concerns that growth will affect the city’s character. “Growth is coming and we
need to embrace it without being overrun by it.”

•

There are also concerns about the city’s readiness. “I am afraid we are not ready for the
growth because of our roads, crime rate, and educational system.”

•

The large seasonal population (60,000 residents) “fights tax increases and growth.”

•

Zephyrhills, nevertheless has a competitive edge in the region. “Pricing is very favorable
compared to Wesley Chapel.” The city’s entitlement process is less cumbersome than in the
county. “Zephyrhills is smaller and easier to work with.”

•

Raising impact fees in the county could direct growth toward the city. Establishing a
Community Redevelopment Area south of the city could facilitate revitalization of this
blighted area.

Perception: The area south of Zephyrhills represents a development opportunity…
•

“We are growing in the wrong direction. We have a massive amount of land in the south.”

•

Because of where the city boundaries lie, the city has little control over land to the south.
Cooperation with Pasco County is critical.

•

“The south end of town is problematic.” Cleanup, concerted code enforcement efforts, and
better policing of drugs and crime are needed. The city and county need to work together on
those issues. “Drug enforcement should be stepped up by the Zephyrhills Police
Department and Pasco County Sheriff’s Department.”

•

The area to the south is the gateway to the city. That could be an argument to annex
anything south of C Avenue. “We concentrated way too many duplexes down there.”

•

A proposed Community Redevelopment Area from C Avenue down to SR 56 would
generate tax increments that could be used toward improving infrastructure. The is
supportive.
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•

Should there be a new activity node on the south side as a gateway to the city, but there are
concerns.

Perception: Opportunities for economic development are in place…
•

Zephyrhills has an opportunity with the railroad, the airport, and the extension SR 56 to
attract businesses and offer something unique.

•

There are 500 acres near the airport with great economic development potential. Most land
is in the county but within the city’s service boundaries. City and County are working
together to bring sewer lines and create site-ready locations.

•

45 acres are site-ready and are being marketed by the Economic Development Council, the
economic development marketing-arm of the County.

•

Availability of rail freight service is an added attraction for those businesses that require rail
service. The double-tracked system has a capacity of 48 trains per day. Existing parcels
could be used as a distribution center.

•

The airport already contributes to the economy of Zephyrhills. Skydive City attracts 7,000
customers each year. Sky diving is an expansive sport. Practitioners bring disposable
income to local hotels (3,000 nights per year) and restaurants.

•

It is not, however, a spectator sport. To expand their economic impact, sky diving
competitions could be combined with other spectator attractions, for example concerts.

•

The airport per se cannot be a cargo airport due to weight limits on the airport runway, it
could be used, however, for small corporate jets.

Perception: Traffic is growing…
•

“Getting in and out of Zephyrhills is always an issue.”

•

The extension of SR 56 (estimated completion by January 2019) is generating tremendous
residential and commercial development.

•

Opinions are divided. Some believe the road improvements and related development will
induce demand and increase traffic. Some see the road improvements as a new opportunity
for Zephyrhills. “Roads are coming, a better commute to Tampa Bay!” Others are concerned
about the type of road improvements being proposed. “FDOT is pushing hard for regional
roads. Don’t want roads like Orlando’s.”

•

Making Zephyrhills pedestrian friendly is a shared priority and a way to fulfill downtown’s
promise as a walkable small town.

•

The Capital Improvements Plan is being updated and Gall Boulevard streetscaping in under
consideration. There are issues with obtaining state Transportation Alternatives grants for
streetscape improvements since Gall Boulevard is a state highway until the one-way pair is
widened and the state designation is transferred.
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•

It was noted that Florida Department of Transportation has started to build trails and
sidewalks, which is a shift from their traditional focus of moving cars

•

Pasco County has the highest pedestrian death rate per capita in the state. Big roads going
through street grids are shown to negatively impact pedestrian safety.

•

The idea that the city should adopt a Vision Zero goal was floated. A Vision Zero Plan
requires local government action as well as stakeholder involvement. The Pasco
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) is talking about it and has added a Health
Department representative to the MPO Bicycle Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC).

•

The MPO BPAC is seen as a place to exert influence in bicycle and pedestrian issues. The
city of Kissimmee was used as an example. It lobbied its MPO BPAC and Board heavily for
years to get sidewalks implemented.

“MUST HAVES” AND “MUST AVOID”
During the stakeholder interviews, ideas for the comprehensive plan update were also collected
through a “Must Haves” and “Must Avoid” questionnaire. The questionnaire asked:
Based on the knowledge you have of your topic, please…
Describe the three top “Must Haves” that the
comprehensive plan update should address.
Tell us what could come from this study that you would
absolutely be against.
The questionnaire generated nearly 200 ideas, which were sorted by topic. The results of the
sorting revealed eight major themes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Community Spirit, Events & Facilities
Downtown
Economy
Education

5.
6.
7.
8.

Growth & Development
Housing
Planning & Leadership
Transportation

The questionnaire ideas are summarized and organized by theme in the following. A complete
listing of the ideas is provided in Appendix A.

1. COMMUNITY SPIRIT, EVENTS & FACILITIES
Must Have
Engaging businesses and residents to work together
Increasing communication among groups
Developing indoor and outdoor events that bring the community together
Engaging the visual and performing arts
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Promoting events
Establishing indoor facilities and outdoor places for the community to gather
Must Avoid
Focusing on seniors’ needs only and not investing in our youth and working poor
Having too many alcohol events
Placing a homeless shelter within city limits

2. DOWNTOWN
Must Have
Retrofitting and infilling housing
Increasing home ownership
Using Community Reinvestment Act funds
Improving streets, sidewalks, and parks
Organizing owners to clean storefronts and properties
Making downtown beautiful and attractive
Addressing crime
Making downtown walkable and vibrant
Providing incentives to attract new businesses and stores
Must Avoid
Blaming our development woes on poor people or drugs/crime
Creating an unfriendly environment

3. ECONOMY
Must Have
Promoting Growth
Focusing on opportunities near the airport and on rail service

4. EDUCATION
Must Have
Improving quality of education
Expanding vocational education offerings
Involving the business community
Addressing school overcrowding
Must Avoid
Thinking a vocational school is a last resort and that college is unreachable
Building an additional high school
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5. GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT
Must Have
Focusing on the south end of Zephyrhills
Cleaning up the area
Planning for the impacts of SR 56 expansion
Working cooperatively with the County to grow smart

6. HOUSING
Must Have
Rehabbing and upgrading existing housing
Creating opportunities for middle class and higher end housing
Addressing the needs of the transient population
Must Avoid
Building more low-income housing

7. PLANNING & LEADERSHIP
Must Have
Prioritizing authenticity
Developing a strong vision that supports community values
Understanding the makeup of the city
Focusing on what is needed to attract families
Must Avoid
Making Zephyrhills a bedroom community
Growing without adequate infrastructure and planning for traffic increase

8. TRANSPORTATION
Must Have
Improving roads and access to Zephyrhills
Easing traffic congestion
Improving safety and lower speed limits
Must Avoid
Continuing to sprawl along US 301/SR 54
Facilitating high-speed traffic through or around town
Growing too fast
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COMMUNITY OPINION SURVEY
In the spirit of inclusiveness, the city planning team developed and fielded a survey to
supplement the stakeholder interview input. The Zephyrhills 2030 Community Opinion Survey
offered the broader community a similar opportunity to provide observations and opinions about
community growth, development, and other topics.
The survey was available to the public from September 28 to October 31, 2016. Local
newspapers, partner social media feeds, and the city website were used to publicize the survey
along with flyers posted at community facilities and direct contact (email) to people having
registered for updates on city planning activities. The city received 698 responses to the survey.
Most surveys were completed online and approximately 100 surveys were submitted in
hardcopy. The survey results are provided in Appendix B and Appendix C.

STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS
Responses from the stakeholder interviews and opinion survey suggest four strategic priorities
areas to be addressed in the comprehensive plan update:
•
•
•
•

Downtown
Industrial Corridor
US 301 Corridor South
US 301 Corridor North

DOWNTOWN
The community feels that Downtown has been in a spiral of decline for many years. Several
causes were cited. Relative to socioeconomics, an aging population in downtown is transitioning
to low-income residents. Middle-class families are leaving and schools quality has declined.
Low-rent properties are on the rise, properties have deteriorated, marketable properties are
limited, and sidewalks, roads, and parks suffer from deferred maintenance. Downtown
deterioration will hamper current revitalization efforts, such as ReImagine Gall Boulevard, and
diminish Downtown’s historic role as the core of the community. The further hollowing of
Downtown by low-density, suburban development on the city periphery was strongly rejected in
the interviews.
Ideas on how to address these issues included:
•

Working with large employers to incentivize employees to move Downtown (i.e., Yale
University/City of New Haven program).

•

Forming a Community Based Financial Institution (CDFI) to create a source of funds to
rehabilitate substandard homes (example). The funds would come from banks pooling
federal Community Reinvestment Act funds and gaining credits, while the CDFI manages
and services the loans. The Chattanooga Neighborhood Enterprise was mentioned as a
model.
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•

Creating an art district engaging the creativity and energy of the substantial artist community
that now lives in Downtown. The Safety Harbor Arts and Music Center was mentioned as a
model.

•

Adopting rehabilitation standards. Code requirements often make rehabilitation of existing
buildings more costly than new construction. The age and conditions of buildings in
Downtown will most likely require costly new electrical wiring and plumbing. The New Jersey
rehabilitation code was mentioned as a best practice.

•

Developing housing rehabilitation models working with organizations such as Habitat for
Humanity.

INDUSTRIAL CORRIDOR
Industrial lands and existing/planned transportation infrastructure in the vicinity of the
Zephyrhills Municipal Airport present strong opportunity to grow industrial, manufacturing, and
related services sector jobs and high-yield tax generating development. The airport area offers
excellent accessibility for freight movement via state highways, rail, and, to some degree, air
cargo. These assets have the potential to “put Zephyrhills on the map.”
To facilitate this vision, participants at the stakeholder interview promoted developing an Airport
Industrial Corridor Master Plan. The plan would address the southeastern Zephyrhills and
unincorporated areas in terms of land uses, infrastructure needs, development standards, and
natural resource protection (e.g., Green Swamp), and incentives.
US 301 CORRIDOR SOUTH
The US 301 corridor in southern Zephyrhills and the unincorporated area (Pasco County) is
plagued by blighted, obsolete, and underutilized properties. As the primary southern gateway to
Zephyrhills, the community is concerned about unkempt properties, drug-related activity, and
the lack of regulatory control in the unincorporated area. These areas must be reimagined and
beautified to serve as a welcoming gateway to people arriving to Zephyrhills from I-4 and
eventually SR 56.
The US 301 corridor farther south of Zephyrhills stands to be significantly transformed by
residential and commercial development stimulated by the planned extension of SR 56
(anticipated January 2019) and widening of US 301. The potential for a ‘new town’ development
in this area can be an opportunity or threat to the city’s goals. Coordinated city-county planning
is essential to ensuring that impending growth and physical changes harmonize with community
development goals, including preserving rural character. Planning for greenfield developments
should strive to prevent costly urban sprawl and preserve elements of area’s rural character (e.g.
views from the road).
A systematic and coordinated approach to addressing both scenarios (greenfield development
and revitalization/redevelopment) will produce the best, most sustainable outcomes for the
southeast Pasco communities. Ideas for addressing these issues discussed during the
stakeholder interviews included:
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•

Considering a Lean Code to lower regulatory barriers and facilitate redevelopment and infill
in specific areas. A Lean Code can help by reducing front-end costs of development, which
would be an incentive to attract first-time and small developers.

•

Establishing a Community Redevelopment Area along US 301 south, in partnership with the
county, to generate tax increment funds to pay for beautification and infrastructure needs.

•

Partnering with Pasco County to plan for development/redevelopment in the Joint Planning
Area and beyond.

US 301 CORRIDOR NORTH
Growth is moving up US 301 in the northern reaches of Zephyrhills, consuming greenfield lands
for suburban housing and commercial developments. The community is concerned about the
significant amount of greyfields—empty storefronts and underutilized strip commercial
developments—left in the wake of urban expansion to the north, and the potential to become
another Wesley Chapel. Strong interest in protecting natural resources, open spaces, and
scenic views was voiced. The US 301 Corridor/Land Use Vision and Transportation Strategy
(2015) articulates the community’s desire retain the corridor’s rural look and feel from northern
Zephyrhills to southern Dade City.
Planning to avoid spread out, automobile-oriented growth patterns (urban sprawl) is prudent
from the perspective of fiscal resources and expenditures. Spread out development is
associated with higher costs of delivering basic public services (e.g., roads, pipes, parks, and
schools). To address these concerns, community stakeholders suggested:
•

Coordinating city-county policy to direct/incent growth to infill/redevelopment areas where
public infrastructure already exists (e.g., Community Redevelopment Area and underutilized
greyfields).

•

Implementing the US 301 Corridor/Land Use Vision and Transportation Strategy by creating
tailored land development regulations/incentives that promote clustered development and
complete and integrated villages designed so that housing, jobs, daily needs, and other
activities are within easy walking/biking distance of each other.

•

Working with large landowners to envision new centers and villages that help implement the
community vision.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
The Listening to the Community phase of Zephyrhills 2030 generated a great deal of information
about community values, perceptions, and opinions. This input is highly consistent across the
three participation platforms: 1) stakeholder interviews, 2) “Must Haves” and “Must Avoid”
questionnaire, and 3) Zephyrhills 2030 Community Opinion Survey, providing substantial insight
into what the community wants and expects from the comprehensive plan update.
The next phase of Zephyrhills 2030 is to articulate the community’s vision for future growth by
addressing two critical questions: 1) Where shall we grow? and 2) How should new
development and redevelopment look and function?
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During the comprehensive plan update, the answers to those questions will be used to focus
planning and policy development on the community’s priorities. After the plan is updated and
adopted, the vision will serve as a guide for evaluating development proposals, capital
improvements programming, and other city decision making.
In the next phase of Zephyrhills 2030, the community should be re-engaged to discuss and
provide input on the following three tasks:
•

Task 1: Comparing the Community Vision with Data and Analysis
The themes emerging from the Listening to the Community phase articulate a legitimate
provisional vision for guiding the comprehensive plan update. The provisional vision must be
compared with data gathered about the current and future city population, existing and
future land use, public infrastructure capacity, housing supply, etc. to identify potential
conflicts or discrepancies. The community should be invited to review the information,
suggest resolutions to any conflicts or discrepancies, and express preferences.

•

Task 2: Prioritizing Community Goals
With a greater understanding of local conditions and preferences, the community should
also confirm and prioritize community needs and wants (preliminary goals). Tasks 1 and 2
should be completed in a workshop setting with participants addressing discrepancies,
weighing-in on trade-offs, and prioritizing preliminary goals using instant-feedback keypad
scoring. This task is critical to developing broad acceptance for the vision and ensuring that
the comprehensive plan update is grounded in reality.

•

Task 3: Focusing on Strategic Topics
The four key topics that emerged from the Listening to the Community phase, will require reengaging the public to achieve strategic and calibrated results that the community will own
and support. The following preliminary engagement ideas are offered:
Strategies for Stabilizing Downtown – Public input should be solicited on a variety of
Downtown redevelopment scenarios, including the mapping of specific strengths and
weaknesses and nodes of opportunity. One or more of the nodes should be selected for
further exploration and strategy development engaging stakeholder having interests within a
few blocks of the selected nodes. The focus group should identify micro-barriers, needs, and
opportunities and discuss and prioritize solutions. The outcomes—preferred real-life
approaches to reverse Downtown decline—should inform policies and strategic
recommendations in the comprehensive plan update.
Master Plan Scope for Industrial Corridor – Public input should provide guidance for
developing a scope for the master plan. In a focus group setting, stakeholders should
discuss and make recommendations on elements including the geographic area to be
addressed by the master plan and characteristics to be studied such as public infrastructure,
building stock, industrial real estate trends in the city, region, and nation, market potential of
the area, business sector targets, and the local labor force.
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Vision for US 301 Corridor South – This activity should use a mapping exercise to identify
where development/redevelopment is desired and a visual survey to learn about
preferences for the development character of the southern gateway. Outcomes should
include a physical vision for the area (development location, intensity, and character),
prioritized goals, and implementation strategies.
Vision Implementation for US 301 Corridor North – This activity should focus on the
question: “Where shall we grow?” Workshop participants should review city and county
population trends and projections, land consumption patterns in the city over the past 10 to
20 years, an inventory of vacant/underutilized land in the city; and the relative cost of
serving urbanized and greenfield areas of the city. The information will help the participants
understand the supply and demand drivers of development and associated public costs to
inform their policy recommendations on where new development should be directed.
The community engagement events described should be consolidated as much as possible to
make the best use of people’s time and avoid meeting fatigue.
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APPENDIX A – “MUST HAVES” QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
During the September 2016 stakeholder interviews, the participants were asked to provide
responses on a short questionnaire. The “Must Haves” questionnaire posed the following:

Based on the knowledge you have of your topic, please…
Describe the three top “Must Haves” that the
comprehensive plan update should address.
Tell us what could come from this study that you
would absolutely be against.
The stakeholder responses were slightly edited for consistency and organized by topic below:
1. COMMUNITY SPIRIT, EVENTS AND FACILITIES
Must Haves: Community Spirit
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demographics - City is becoming poorer/homeless.
A program to get the community more involved. Find a better way to communicate with
the people in the city.
Community involvement - Bring the community together. Start with businesses that will
lead the population coming together. Work as one to better Zephyrhills.
Update and grow community involvement. Bring in events etc.
Incentives that drive community involvement. How to get people to move here and stay
here.
Getting people to work together.
Communication among special interest groups.
Community involvement.
Communication from city, schools, surrounding community to let people know what’s
going on.
Better business involvement in community awareness.

Must Haves: Community Events
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

An organized schedule of ongoing and ‘one of’ events that could start slowly and
gradually be added to and grown.
An organized way to promote and get the word out about events that are currently
planned and scheduled in the future. For example, perhaps a venue once a quarter
where “PR spokespeople” of organizations and businesses could come together to
share information about events and work together on committees.
A public “maker space” and event area.
Art festival that includes all forms of art (paint, sculpture, metal, straw, jewels, etc.).
Outdoor/indoor music festivals (country, rock, classical, Blues, jazz).
Children’s event.
More outdoor activities, walking and biking paths, and possibly golf carts.
More activities for children (not Pokémon!).
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Diversity of music entertainment.
More diversity and entertainment options.
Annual events. Volunteers? Location? Downtown. Airport.
Mental and physical stimulation.
And organize schedule of ongoing.
Bring more educational/cultural events to the community to build the foundation back for
our community.

Must Haves: Arts and Culture
•
•
•
•
•

Music and art festivals.
Art galleries, existing places selling local art and making a commission, teaching classes.
Music theatre, music teaching, festivals.
Brings culture.
Public artwork/attractions to Downtown to make Downtown attractive and revitalized.

Must Haves: Community Facilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A performance center.
A place for large gatherings.
An arts performance theater (enclosed).
Performing arts center.
Theater, indoor arts venue.
Open-air venue.
Performing arts center.
Indoors – Arts, music, dance. Share space (sports i.e., tennis).
More “community” areas – Ball fields, parks, community centers.
More recreational areas.
Love the idea of the senior community center.

Must Avoid
•

•
•
•

Personally, I feel that because this community has always been a senior citizen
community there is more available to them in this community than to the working poor
and the children that I would hate to see funds expended this way vs. investing in our
youth and working poor.
No homeless shelters within city limits.
Too many alcohol related events.
No activity. No stimulation of community.

2. DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION
Must Haves: Revitalization
•

Core redevelopment/infill development - Old housing (retrofitting renovation and
transformation); streets and sidewalks (complete streets); increasing owner-occupied
units vs. renter-occupied units.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Revitalize Downtown - Need more businesses to stay. Control low housing prices. We
need a rehabilitation code.
Use any available Community Redevelopment Area (CRA) funds and joint funds to
promote the redevelopment of Gall Boulevard and mobile home parks within the city.
Development assistance for new projects (impact fees, zoning)
Incentives to development and redevelopment.
Reimagine Gall Boulevard ‘give back’ to landowners to adapt to form based code.
Residential overhaul of the city grid street.
Spur for the reimagine Gall Boulevard project.
Local business - Create more in town jobs; breweries; family-owned business.
Redevelopment - Downtown core and park improvement.
Zephyr Park development.
Linking Zephyr Park to the rest of the community - Utilize what we have to draw people
in and have businesses nearby.
Building on Zephyr Park and connecting to the Reimagine Gall Boulevard plan.
Historic preservation/preservation of assets unique to Zephyrhills.

Must Haves: Improved Appearance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Help encourage owners to clean up storefronts.
Speeding and litter needs to be dealt with. I have seen some places that have fines of up
to $1,000 for littering.
Blighted properties.
Gall Boulevard through Zephyrhills should have good-looking appearance.
Clean up residential and businesses near the community redevelopment area district.
Assist with grants for materials needed.
Help with code enforcement.
Better, stronger codes.
Minimum maintenance ordinance; building and homeowners need to maintain their properties.
Make Downtown and Gall Boulevard attractive, “walkable” destinations.

Must Haves: Address Crime
•
•
•
•

Volunteers that can or will be able to carry through.
Address crime/drug issues.
Law enforcement.
Better police and services.

Must Haves: Walkability
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Walkable, vibrant downtown.
Infrastructure (e.g., sidewalks).
Pedestrian/walking amenities.
A way to have a walkable Downtown.
Walkability and bikeability - Need more access to the city other than driving.
Trail connectivity across town and to adjacent trails.
Sidewalks and bike paths to attract new people to Downtown and keep them here!
Create more walking trails in Zephyrhills.
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Must Haves: Stores
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bring business that can cater to community. Business can cater to schools for a program
or academy.
A strategy to encourage small businesses to develop Downtown.
Make it inviting to new businesses (i.e., coffee shops restaurants, art shops)
Updated Downtown corridor as a destination spot.
Better Downtown stores.
Gear Downtown Zephyrhills to have good food and activities.
More shops/retail/restaurants along SR 54/5th Avenue.
Restaurants with outdoors seating.

Must Avoid
•

•
•

Blaming our development woes on poor people or drugs/crime. Poor people are citizens,
too. Drugs are a social issue, not a crime. Driving these people out through “incentives”
or “incarceration” does not solve that problem. It simply relocates it. Solutions have to
include and help everyone, in my opinion.
Negativity, low-life bars, etc.
I’m pretty much up for anything. I am concerned with not making Downtown not friendly
to where people do not feel comfortable popping in.

3. EDUCATION
Must Haves
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.

Involve the community
Improve education in the schools.
More community involvement in school activities.
More involvement in family life with homework.
Business might include a better effort to connect with school activities.
Encourage new business opportunities and partnerships with schools/internships, etc.
Educational partnerships with community businesses and local schools to offer more
educational opportunities.
City planning that fosters community education to after-school programs and places for
children to go in a safe environment (parks recreation etc.).
JOB TRAINING

Must Haves
•

•
•

Some sort of vocational school (college, high school level) to give students something to
look forward to. Kids don’t have any drive because they know they aren’t going to
college.
Vo-tech classes locally (graphics design, carpentry, web design, power mechanics,
electrical, plumbing).
Vocational school - Give parents and students a reason to come to Zephyrhills. A huge
vo-tech school will benefit people. Also, can provide them opportunities to work in the
community if you partner with specific businesses here for job training or internship,
which leads to employment.
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•
•
•

Healthcare training and education.
Must address school capacity needs. New development must work with the school
district to ensure adequate available capacity.
Education for higher-level jobs beyond minimum wage.

Must Avoid
•
•
•

Kids thinking a vocational school is a last resort, or thinking that they won’t be able to get
into a college so they just settle and have no motivation to strive for the best.
An additional high school.
Planning and leadership considerations

5. IDEAS
Must Haves
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Political will to do the right thing. Support city-owned purchases and demolition of
underutilized properties (residential and commercial) in voluntary transactions.
Clear concise execution.
To be authentic we must have stability to bring authenticity to the city. Otherwise, the
authenticity it’s relative to old known things that don’t attract new investors let alone
customers and visitors. An all-around authentic town is what we need.
Understanding the makeup of the city.
Strong vision that supports community values
Specific targets that the city can focus efforts to achieve vision
A clear goal to future city boundaries.
Identify what is needed to attract families to move to Zephyrhills (new housing
communities, excellent schools).
What can be replicated in Zephyrhills that Wesley Chapel offers? Has created families to
move to Wesley Chapel.
Incentives for living/staying here - Find some way to encourage people to want to live here.
A backyard hen ordinance.

Must Avoid
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More free stuff.
Zoning to be a place like Wesley Chapel (car dealerships and housing). Do not want to
be a bedroom community.
That all this work be forgotten.
Making Zephyrhills a bedroom community of Tampa.
Planning to bring more people into the community but not adequately planning for the
traffic increase.
Too much density.
Growth without planning.
Don’t want to see the status quo. We must change. Change is good.
Only against an unclear goal and pathway to smart growth.
Not sure. Not planning “adaptable” community spaces and expanded traffic patterns.
Extension of Wesley Chapel. Do this by annexing further west along SR 54.
Not enough growth due to laws.
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6. GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
Must Haves
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Develop a plan to clean up the south end of Zephyrhills.
South end of town Chancey Road to South Avenue on US 301.
Plan must address the overall appearance of the south end of town. We will not appeal
to the SR 56 expansion crowd without it.
Clean up south end of town. City works in conjunction with Pasco County Sheriff.
Clean up south end of town.
Cleanup US 301 corridor, especially south end.
Transportation infrastructure - SR 56 extension AND south Gall Boulevard expansion
HAS to happen if we expect the south end to improve.
Create a vision for the transition of the county’s growth area along SR 56 to south end of
the city.
City growth expansion (south, northeast, north, northwest) - Providing a definite city
boundary/limit; accommodating for SR 56 expansion and industrial corridor revitalization:
and filling in these pockets and enclaves.
Emphasis on master planning industrial corridor.
Available land for retail, commercial, industrial - Efforts to promoting this land; putting
Zephyrhills on the map; and broadcasting these opportunities.
Controlled/smart growth with our neighbors Pasco County.
Context-sensitive development with multimodal opportunities.
Limiting the variety of retail, commercial, industrial available space.

7. TRANSPORTATION
Must Haves
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Offer bus service to medical offices/hospital for those who don’t have transportation.
Transportation - SR 56, Reimagine Gall Boulevard
Not mega roads but improved roads that can carry traffic. Not just one large road.
Road infrastructure - US 301/Gall Blvd widening; SR 56 and US 301.
Expand the roads – 4-lane instead of 2 lanes to improve access in and outside of
Zephyrhills.
People safety (bike, walk, car).
Traffic and how the city can take advantage for new commercial and new residential.
Easing traffic congestion on the main arteries in town.
Traffic circulation.
Facilitating high-speed traffic through or around town.

Must Avoid
•
•
•

Continued sprawl along US 301/SR 54.
Facilitating high-speed traffic through or around town.
Too much growth, too fast.
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8. ECONOMY
Must Haves
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promote growth in all sectors.
Industrial and airport property is another asset for community.
Airport growth
Industrial area - Growth around airport.
Seek to leverage airport.
Work with rail system to develop base for rail transportation.
Railways? Who knew? If Zephyrhills is already a hub for the rail companies and there is
land on the airport north and south of airport, perhaps this should be pursued.
Economic development.

9. HOUSING
Must Haves
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Housing (Downtown area). Fixing existing residential housing.
Bringing a larger “suburban” population to Zephyrhills.
Higher-end housing for large medical presence.
If possible, try to address to stability of housing such that the population is not as
transient. Encourage redevelopment of some areas. Mental health facility as there is an
extreme need for mental health care. There is a large group of people in this community
who are disabled with mental health issues.
Housing rehabilitation funding.
Centralized resource for addressing transient population.
Government housing.
Work on the transient issue. There are no shelters around to help rehabilitate to get
these people off the street. Maybe the vo-tech school could serve a dual purpose (kids
during day and adults at night).
Affordable housing for this population. The lower income group that service our elderly.
Whether as lawn care or any service-oriented group, their income is extremely low. We
need help for this group.

Must Avoid
•
•

More low-income housing.
Expansion of low-income housing developments.

10. MISCELLANEOUS
Must Haves
•
•
•

Free medical and dental care for those in our community who are the working poor,
homeless that are uninsured (free clinic).
Economic opportunities.
Don’t allow any more fast-food restaurants to open in Zephyrhills to improve the eating
habits of the population.
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APPENDIX B – COMMUNITY OPINION SURVEY RESULTS
The 698 responses to the Zephyrhills 2030 Community Opinion Survey strongly align with the
input derived from the stakeholder interviews. In this section, responses to closed-ended
questions are summarized in charts. Responses to open-ended survey questions are reported
in Appendix C.
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APPENDIX C – RESPONSES TO OPEN-ENDED SURVEY QUESTION
The Zephyrhills 2030 community opinion survey included the following open-ended question:

“In a few words tell us what would you do to make our
community the best that it can be in the coming years?”
The responses to this question resulted in more than 500 ideas that highlight the community’s
concerns, aspirations, and practical suggestions. The ideas confirm, in all aspects, the attitudes
and perceptions identified through the stakeholder interviews (see pages x-X) and the topics
and themes identified through the “Must Haves” questionnaire (see pages 7-X and Appendix A).

Recurring ideas from open-ended survey question.

Responses Organized by Topic
In the following, responses to the open-ended survey question are stated verbatim and grouped
by topic
1. APPEARANCE
Beatification
•

•
•

Work on improving the overall appearance of the town. It is sad to think we want to attract
new businesses, residents when our main highway thru town 301 likes so bad. It looks old,
rundown, unkempt, and trashy. It always makes me sad. I wouldn’t want to move her based
on what it looks like driving thru town. Also, need to focus on cleaning up nice areas we do
have i.e., ZEPHYR park. It is full of homeless people, always full of garbage. I won’t take my
kids there anymore.
Make our through roads more beautiful. Keep what we have just remodel frontages.
Landscaping, make companies clean up and paint, do a face-lift. Especially down 301. New
signage.
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•
•
•

•

•

Landscape heavy traffic areas. Make Zephyrhills beautiful again.
Beautification of the town would go a long way but the run-down areas need to be
addressed.
My husband and I have lived in this neighborhood for nearly 14 years. We try our best to
keep our property looking presentable. We will continue to do so as well as try and
encourage our neighbors to decorate for holidays! Most of them don’t decorate at all. I’d love
for our community, especially in our historic district, to go ALL out much like Dade City. We’d
also like more gatherings on Main!
Zoning-tighten and ENFORCE “junkyard properties”, make the steel roofing fence along 301
southern Gall illegal. Make the properties clean up. No more junk cars and 30 refrigerators
as my neighbor to collect money at the damn recycle center. My values go down and
houses will not sell.
Beautify city and new welcome signs at all entries into city.

Property Maintenance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clean up 301 corridor and downtown.
Fixing up properties that are falling apart. And cleaning up trash people have laying all over
their yards. Plenty of people may need help who cannot do it themselves.
Stop putting up with all the trash in our community. Expect better.
Clean it up. Trash everywhere along roads!
Get rid of the empty or dilapidated trailers along 54 and Morris Bridge. They are an eyesore!
Clean up the trash and broken down homes that have been vacated.
Clean-up vacant/abandoned properties...at owner’s expense.
Clean up some of the low-end housing and trailers that are squalid.
Work to relocate, eliminate, or hide the run down or unsightly businesses and housing
directly on either side of Gall Blvd. Gall Blvd serves as the face of Zephyrhills and it’s
currently poor.
Clean it up, discourage the dumping, encourage existing business sites and land owners to
remove or repair ramshackle signage, to remove debris and maintain their property,
encourage more upscale housing and businesses.
Clean up residences/neighborhood that looks unkempt.
Clean up neighborhoods.
Clean up Zephyr Park and run off the riff-raff.
Cleaner look, less trailers, good jobs, less drugs.
Clean it up, enforce codes at private homes and businesses.
Get code enforcement to do their jobs and fine people for trash and cars in their yards.
Fix up or tear down buildings that are in rough shape, whether they are inhabited or vacant.
Fixing the old buildings.
Condemned properties should be leveled within 30 days of condemnation and the property
seized and sold to benefit city programs.
More code enforcement on individual homes.
Enforce building and maintain codes throughout the city.
In the residential core of the city, get more aggressive with code enforcement.
Also, purge all the trash and require homeowners to clean up their property.
Enforce litter laws.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work harder on reducing blight and increase pressure on landlords to maintain rental
properties within the city.
Increase the size of our code enforcement department as well as our Fire and EMS services.
Stronger code enforcement, make property owners along with their tenants to be
accountable for the condition of their property.
Make slum landlords clean up their properties or fine them if they don’t. Curb appeal in all
sections of the city to attract more people and reasonable rents and housing costs.
Cleaning up the housing, strict code enforcement.
Beef-up Code Enforcement.
Get rid of wild cats, stray chickens and make people cut their grass and clean up their
property.
Limit the number of dogs a person can keep or tie up outside in their yards--in fact--would
like to see ordinance for no dogs on chains, nice people don’t chain dogs to trees.
Enforce codes.
Take the old unoccupied buildings that make the city unappealing to newcomers.
There are a lot of run-down, trashy looking homes in town. Hold the homeowners
accountable. Some of the bios ones see don’t look so hot either.
Help clean up houses that are not well kept.
There are so many empty, run down, houses around town! Something needs to be done
with them, they are an eyesore!!!!!
I am embarrassed to drive down some roads. Zephyrhills is a sleep RUN DOWN looking city
and I don’t think it is even a city honestly. I tell people it is a big town. Honestly, I wish it
were still called Abbott.

2. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I would be happy to help with opinions, surveys, community meetings and/or promotions as
much as possible.
Get people involved in the community and concerns for schools, crime protection.
Community involvement encouraged for all ages.
Be more involved with City Council.
Encourage sense of community.
Community workshops to support vegetable gardens, chicken keeping for egg production,
natural yards, home self-renovations, etc. at library.
Add community workshops to support at library, such as, veggie gardening, beekeeping,
chicken keeping for egg production, solar energy, green renovating.
With that provide more recreational opportunities to build stronger community ties.
I’d be glad to help in whatever way I can. My skills are available as needed.
Get the community more involved. Have more activities and stores downtown.
I would volunteer my time and help paint and fix up those who had disabilities or the elders
Love and assist all those in need.
The business community has done a great job focusing on the future of Zephyrhills through
the City, Chamber, Main Street, CRA and ZEDC. Stay focused on the future and not dwell
on the past by inviting active participation from more of the key stakeholders in the business
community.
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•

Finally, create a diverse community council made up of business owners, community
officials, ordinary residents (young, middle aged, older, of all socioeconomic statuses to
convene 4 times a year to discuss issues and promote advancements and changes in the
City.

3. COMMUNITY FACILITIES
City Hall
•

•
•
•

•
•

Sun Trust Vacant Bank Building - made into the city offices instead of building a new
building near the library. It does not make sense to spend money, it would be less expensive
to refurbish the existing building, and it’s already there, lots of parking and close enough to
down town area.
Moving City Hall to the old Sun Trust building on Gall Blvd is a colossal waste of tax dollars.
The building would be much better suited for a larger business to occupy.
Move the city hall to a more visible, easier to access location.
The City has a great opportunity with the new City Hall to create a welcoming government
town center that is coordinated with other government buildings (library, fire station) with
green space, trees and public space. A well-planned government complex can set the tone
for the future of the city.
Use the existing SunTrust building for a new City Hall. Make old city hall a performing arts
center.
Rebuild City Hall at Zephyr Park.

Recreation and Leisure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Replace outdated park equipment.
Add additional quality recreation opportunities, larger community center.
Reopen & upgrade the swimming pool. More activities for children.
A community pool.
Need to have a pool that all of the residents can use for a nominal fee and that our children
can receive swim lessons and our schools can utilize for P.E. and other sports activities.
Listen to citizens. Get the pool opened by working with Pasco County Parks and Recreation.
They have the staff to get it open while you have the money to fix it.
Create a senior center for elderly residents.
Some type of community center for older people that provide arts and crafts, sewing,
painting knitting. Those are just a few suggestions. Charge a reasonable entrance fee. Also,
could use a dog park, Zephyrhills Park is too crowd for pets and others without.
A community theater where different groups can perform and weekly movies be held
(Especially old classics) the Polk Theater does this really well; some sort of training and
certification program that can be used to feed into the companies that employ the most
Zephyrhills residents- that would help job rates, education, increase median wages and as a
result more spending in Zephyrhills small businesses, people would rent or purchase better
housing, and increase taxable revenue so the city can improve roads and services and offer
more venues and programming for the community. It would be a win-win all around.
More venues for live music, theater, etc.
Re-open the theatre downtown.
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Encourage the arts.
What’s going on with the theatre downtown?
A community playhouse, art and music events to build community involvement as well as
exposing the youth to the arts. To add to this a walkable downtown event to bring more
families to the area that encourages growth of the downtown as well as community spirit.
Create more venues at Zephyr Park. Rebuild the stage-make it an amphitheater.
I would like to see a putt-putt somewhere near that is always fun for all ages.
Consider bringing back the public pool. Can Kmart space become a roller rink? Limited
options for recreation, bowling alley is almost always booked for leagues.
Public pool!
Try turning the rock query into a concert venue, and make the airport for use by big
companies.
I love the parks maybe adding gardens to it.
Well the park needs upgrades. We have a lot more people coming in.
Improve the Park! Clean up the bathrooms and put air blowers in and make sure soap is
always stocked in there! Enforce curfews there and police the park! Too many creepy
people and violent teens there.
Revamp Zephyrhills park and use it for various festivals (art, crafts, food, music, etc.).
Open Festival Park up for music festivals.
Rework Zephyr Park so I’m not afraid to use and build sidewalks with lights so I can walk to
parks downtown.
Build a facility at Zephyr Park for inside recreation (for kids and adults) and to hold large
numbers for sit down meal and entertainment functions.
Fix Zephyr Park, put the city pool back in and some water fountains more plants!
There needs to be a park on the north end of town with a playground. Part of the
valley/former farm where Publix sits would be ideal since people can see it from a distance.
Currently, there isn’t a visible park for children to let off steam and energy so they have to do
it while their parents are shopping which leads to decrease revenue for businesses as
parents feel pressured to get essentials and leave and/or rambunctious children damage
items, causing shrink. All of the parks require better lighting and needs that acknowledge
people want to use them at night.
Recreational space for families in teens… More parks, hiking trails etc. Reestablish the
public pool.
Make a large park on Hercules property and enforce property code enforcement laws.
Another park with shaded walking paths, indoor family activities building.
Offer more parks and make some of them pet friendly.
Smaller scale children’s parks here and there.
More trails and nature parks.
Green spaces for leisure, gardens, trails.
How about posting hours and closures at the water park? We’ve witnessed groups come to
the water park from out of town to be upset that it was closed. Where would this information
be listed or posted? Wasn’t it closed for months early this year during Spring break? It
seems to be a big hit so why not expand it?
Plan.
Meeting the needs of the people locally.
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4. DEMOGRAPHICS
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Make the communities safer and schools better - in order to bring in younger
couples/families.
Focus on families and middle-aged citizens. There are plenty of areas for seniors.
More recreation for not only youth but to adults and families.
Making things more family friendly affordable.
Bring in businesses for families stop catering to the elderly. We need businesses that will
keep families and their money here they are the future! So many events are held that the
community is unaware of because they are not senior citizens. There is nothing for families
here except the park that closes at dark and a bowling alley.
Start worrying about more than your winter residents. The ones here year-round do not
matter.
Cater to year-long residents.
We have a beautiful town that needs to accommodate our senior travelers along with
families no more chain stores independents restaurants and encourage people to shop local
and stay local.
Anything that benefits the full-time resident would be wonderful.
Stop focusing on the Snowbirds.
Take consideration that there is more to Zephyrhills than old people. Almost everything
around here caters to them. It would be nice not to have to leave town to do things.
Improve our demographics and schools and continue efforts to improve quality of life.
I am a family with 2 kids that are active in the PPAL program. This town is focusing too
much on snowbirds and our seniors. You guys have more and more younger families
moving here but not staying because there’s nothing here for us. There are not many
options for our kids to do other than bowling and movies.
This town is nice for the older people but we are growing and younger families have to go
somewhere. Why not do more here to attract them to come and stay here. Our appearance
is awful.
Worry more about the kids and others here year-round instead of the snowbirds.
Creating more family oriented areas such as free public water parks, the city hosting more
family events/activities creating more youth centers that are available year-round, and also
making tourist attractions more available!
More support for senior citizens.
I wish it were more family friendly. I want more options to do with my kids. The park is run
down and doesn’t feel safe.
Focus on more families with younger children and teens. We need life in this town not death.
Less seasonal residents. Replace park model/RV parks and 55+ communities with
affordable housing for year-round residents.

5. DOWNTOWN
Revitalization
•
•

Provide a bigger budget for Main Street Zephyrhills.
Build up and redevelop downtown corridor. Widen SR 54. Sidewalks, more shopping, quality
restaurants.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Downtown housing for the most part is very old. Needs a face-lift like they did in Hyde Park
area of Tampa.
Revitalize downtown.
More fountains in downtown, a place upper/middle class folks will want to come to spend
time on their weekends.
Revive the downtown area to draw businesses and plan for parking.
More sidewalks, historic/”cute” downtown for shopping and dining.
Need to take a firm stand on developing the NEW Main Street when US301 is turned over to
us. Begin now with finding developers willing to work with what our planning dept. already
has on the boards. Do not sit around and wait for them to “find” us.
I would remodel vacant commercial buildings to be leased to new businesses as well as
rehab homes in the area to sell to families and try to keep the integrity of a small town.
Zephyrhills is a great place to raise a family we just need a little sprucing up.
More development. Get rid of all the run-down homes and trailers.
Clean up downtown and put stores/restaurants in that people actually want to visit. One
thing we do not need is another bank or gas station.
More shopping and dining within walking distance of free parking.
Rebuild family homes in downtown Zephyrhills.

Small Business
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Would love to see more small businesses downtown. More stores with Artwork. More gift
shops of unique gifts. Enjoy the new Mad Dragon Studio on 8th street. We live downtown
and love walking to Restaurants and stores.
Attract small chain businesses that attract shoppers to downtown areas, Starbucks, bistros,
bar n grills. Main Street Zephyrhills is nearly obsolete now.
Encourage small businesses/privately owned businesses. Support our local community and
local residence that live here all year.
Increase entertainment and dining options on Main Street. More boutique or destination
stores and restaurants.
More small business that stay open. Sustainable diners. Bring downtown back to life. Public
pool. Coffee shops focused on the younger crowds.
Most of the small businesses south of Main Street just look like hell. Buildings like
Champagne Sound on 301 haven’t even been painted in years. When many of these places
do paint, they look like a bag of Skittles. The parking lots are full of crappy dead plants and
trash. It’s depressing to drive through. The small businesses need a serious face-lift. I drove
to Tampa to get my last car stereo equipment, because I figured if they take no pride in their
building, they probably take no pride in their work.
Keep main street small business. Keep revamping the areas that have been neglected to
discourage crime. Encourage business to the vacant business buildings.
Upgrade downtown. Encourage small-scale retail. It is good that the pharmacy opened, and
that the Republicans have moved in, but foot-traffic-generating businesses are needed. Find
a use for the Wachovia building. Reopen the old movie theater (it is a shame that the owner
shut down the recent attempt to revitalize it). Replace the “down-scale” salvage store with
something that better fits the attractive old building. Replace the tire store and auto-sound
store with less unsightly businesses at Gall and 5th, which is a sort of “gateway” to Z-Hills.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Encourage small local businesses to open downtown. Create programs to assist new local
business while they are getting established, more events happening downtown to bring
awareness to new business. There are so many people coming into our shop asking for
money or trying to sell stuff to us. Is there something that can be done about it?
Improve the historic downtown area encouraging small businesses and improve parking
downtown to encourage consumers.
Visit and buy from more small local businesses.
More small businesses located in Zephyrhills kind of like down town Dade city. More outlet malls.
Encourage small downtown homesteads.
Balance growth with our wonderful” small town feel”. Focus on re-vamping Main Street.
More upscale boutique storefronts and little restaurants and bistros in downtown placed
within walking distance of each other so first Fridays, car shows, artworks etc. can be
planned.

Land Use
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Bring in more sit-down restaurants. Most everything seems to be fast food.
Develop downtown with Quant shops and restaurants.
More upscale restaurants. No more banks or doctors’ offices. Kohl’s and Target needed!
More restaurants, Starbucks and Chick-fill-A.
No apartments in downtown. Downtown should be center on main. No fast one streets in
downtown. Get rid of one way.
We need a fresh market. We have like one fruit stand here. Definitely a fresh market.
I would also look into adding onto Main Street and making it more of a shopping/dining
destination similar to Dade City. A few restaurant/shopping options for middle-upper class
families would be nice, too.
Good restaurants. Zephyrhills really needs better food options. A seafood market would be
fabulous.
More community markets.
More restaurant choices.
Focus on bringing in more nice sit-down restaurants like Ruby Tuesday’s, Chic-fill-a, Arcade,
upscale pubs/grills in downtown main street, bakery to downtown main street, other small
shops kind of like the shops, courtyard, Olga’s Bakery, and Beef O’Brady’s in Dade City,
with space to have daytime/weekend events with places within walking distance to go eat or
shop or get something to drink. Also, focus on commercial but staying away from all of the
dollar stores, which promote the lower-class lifestyle.
Encourage farmer’s market days like Wiregrass does. Place a Starbucks in the old Clock
restaurant or land it downtown as an Anchor Store.
Focus on downtown area. Possibly put a cap on the allowable rentals. Encourage
redevelopment of downtown main street and surrounding residential area with small cottage
homes that fit the area.

6. ECO-FRIENDLY PLANNING
•
•

I think using solar energy to help make our town independently stable in case of
emergencies would be a great idea.
Keep open spaces and develop solar energy.
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•
•

Green/renewable energy.
Maintain and improve green spaces, use alternative energy sources, encourage active
lifestyle with biking and walking trails.

7. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
General
•
•
•
•

Increase the economic development of the surrounding area.
If you extend the one-way streets/remove 301 in town, you will hurt many businesses.
Put more businesses and more housing.
Bring in businesses etc. to keep our young people who will want to raise their families here.

Airport
•
•

Open up the airport to more options. It’s a valuable asset we are under using.
Promote airport. Try and lore if not small regional airlines as many low-cost airlines are
doing like allegiant with at least maybe cargo and aircraft repair and maintenance jobs and
facilities. NOAA was looking for new home for hurricane planes, we were never mentioned
on the TV as an interest...why not?? The chamber of commerce needs young visionaries to
lead the group.

Small, Local Businesses
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilitate small business growth through financial incentives and marketing outreach.
Encourage small business growth.
More small businesses/franchises.
Provide more spaces for a younger crowd of people that aren’t limited to bars. Something to
encourage people to invest in small in local businesses and not feel the need to travel out of
town for activities and entertainment.
Attract new small businesses and manufacturing companies to the area.
Trying to bring more industrial type work to the area with additional subdivisions and
shopping centers.
Allow the Wawa to be built, encourage large businesses to come to town, help small
businesses come in to current times and become up to date.
More locally owned business and parks.
Encourage companies and colleges to build in Zephyrhills.
Encourage new businesses and family friendly areas and activities.
Support more local businesses.

8. EDUCATION AND JOB TRAINING
•

•
•
•

The SunTrust building needs to be turned into a center for higher education or something
similar that will draw people in from 7 am-7 pm or later, not just 9-5 PM like downtown is
now.
Also, get an extension of a Community college.
Better resources for students who want to gain experience in the fields they’re interested in.
Working to improve educational quality of public schools and creating technical school
opportunities for citizens.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Increase adult educational opportunities i.e. trade schools and college.
Education Improve, Fund Schools
Our schools seem to be crumbling and we need help in that area desperately. The children
are our future.
Invest in schools and encourage quality day cares to open in Zephyrhills to give kids the
head start they need.
Then I would do something about the poor ratings our schools have been getting. We owe
our kids a better education than their going to get at a C (or worse) rated school.
Improve education and add activities for children/adolescents.
Improve our schools.
Remodel the schools.
Continue to pour into our education system.
Educating the children teaching them right from wrong and informing them the importance of
education. The way society is going if you’re not educated in a secure field you will be left
out and finding it harder to survive such as paying your bills and living a good quality life.
Improve Schools and encourage professional families to move and settle here.

9. EVENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Events downtown need to tie into Zephyr Park, which would also take advantage of the
abundant parking...when not on a Sunday when the Baptist church needs it.
More family friendly activities.
Provide more opportunities for families.
Event planning is majorly lacking in recent years.
Have much, much more Main Street events geared to families.
More community events that are for families and all ages and that bring together different
organizations and businesses for a like-minded goal.
More family activities, outdoor activities.
We need to focus on senior activities.
We need to focus on youth activities.
More community events.
Offer more resident activities.
More public events, maybe monthly, or bi-weekly.
Continue and maybe increase the weekend and Holiday events on Main Street.
Keep the population of Zephyrhills together by more community events.
More events.
Make things more family oriented to get the community together. Ex the Fourth of July event
at the park was excellent this year. Possibly doing events like that where vendors pay to be
there which would bring money back into the community.
Keep going with the festivals downtown. We love that.
More festivals.
Have more community festivities.
Continue with community wide events.
More community events.
More activities downtown.
Do things to draw the community together for all ages.
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•

•
•
•

Badly needs recreation both outdoor and adult education in schools with enrichment and
outdoor activities with museums, outdoor plays at the park, improve park with appropriate
bathrooms and unflooded sidewalks, promote and help the festival park on 301. Try and lore
the medieval faire that is located at MOSI, which will be relocating soon. Bring the money in.
Public festivals and events to draw people to the city.
We need more community events, more green spaces, more recreation options.
More things to do for cheap here.

10. GOODS AND SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attract Target.
Kohl’s and Target needed!
More restaurants, Starbucks and Chick-fill-A.
More name restaurants, e.g., Olive Garden or Sweet Tomatoes.
We need a Target and a Zaxby’s and maybe a Moe’s.
Bring in a Chick-fill-a, Steak and Shake, Olive Garden, Red Lobster. Stop putting in so many
gas stations! We have enough!
No more Dollar Generals.
I think we need more restaurant choices. I tend to go to Wesley Chapel or New Tampa for
certain things that I believe would do well in our town. Steak-N-Shake, Chic-Fill-A. Even
bigger like Olive Garden along those lines. Maybe a Target where they were originally
planning across from Wal-Mart since we only have the one in Wesley Chapel.
We have more than enough gas stations, bars, and tire/auto stores to last us all a lifetime.
Build a mall!
Add more big box retail.
No more big retail stores, more of a Dade City feel, downtown feel.
Get all the closed restaurants and retails filled.
More aggressive in filling empty commercial buildings and getting Pasco County Officials to
remember the eastern part of the county.
Expand US 301. More small business. More restaurants and shops.

11. GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fill in all the empty stores.
Fill the empty stores in the strip malls.
Get Gall Blvd transformed, diversify residential opportunities.
Develop on vacant lands according to their future land use within city limits. Most importantly,
make city limits/boundaries more define by filling in pockets and enclaves in current city limits.
Protect the area’s natural resources.
Update zoning laws in order to promote a more cohesive citywide plan of development and
that would encourage new businesses and residences.
Discourage growth - we don’t want to be another Wesley Chapel! Make any growth be on
land that has been abandoned.
Encourage development at the old plazas that have many open storefronts such as Big Lots
plaza, sunrise eatery plaza, and McDonalds plaza, old Kmart before allowing new
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•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

development or offer incentives to fill those storefronts. We don’t need more mega plaza
until the empty ones are filled first.
As I said before, clean up what’s already here first.
Stop the large-scale housing developments. There are so many foreclosed and vacant
homes in the area and the lower income housing is bringing in more drugs and crime.
Zephyrhills is supposed to be a small, rural community...not a suburb of Tampa. The
infrastructure isn’t in place to handle the extra traffic, population and kids in schools.
Limit subdivision growth near Zephyrhills - otherwise it loses its small-town advantages.
Slow down the growth. Don’t get too big too fast. More people = need for more services like
police, fire, hospitals. Are there plans on expanding those services? If not, why bother? Do
fix 54 soon. We like “the small-town community feel” of Zephyrhills. Let’s not lose it.
Stop developing!!!! Let’s restore the beauty of our community and call it a day. For myself
and several people I know, living in a small town is a luxury. If I wanted to be in an
overdeveloped area full of congestion, I would move to Wesley Chapel or Tampa. Our
population increases significantly half of the year. Our roadways cannot take it all year long.
Less development that does away with open spaces.
Stop big box stores and more gas stations coming in.
Stop expanding to the north and south.
Keep our green land undeveloped.
Occupy the empty buildings. All the empty buildings make the community look run down.
Revive life in small business and buildings that already exist.
Encourage redevelopment instead of new development.
I like the fact that most buildings are reused when businesses come in they are renovating
space instead of adding more building.
I would limit development and do anything possible to maintain the quiet, small town that
Zephyrhills is. That would be first and foremost.
Just don’t touch the rest of what’s left of the cow field across from Wal-Mart. Please don’t
touch that. Definitely do something with old trailer park across from sonic. That looks horrible.
Encourage development!! New development, sprucing up old space that looks HORRIBLE.
Revive life in small business and buildings that already exist.
Encourage development at the old plazas that have many open storefronts such as Big Lots
plaza, sunrise eatery plaza, and McDonalds plaza, old Kmart before allowing new
development or offer incentives to fill those storefronts. We don’t need more mega plaza
until the empty ones are filled first.
More aggressive in filling empty commercial buildings and getting Pasco County Officials to
remember the eastern part of the county.
Fill in all the empty stores.
No more big retail stores, more of a Dade City feel down town feel.
Remove blighted areas, focus on an overall City Wide Goal (i.e. mobile home community,
affordable housing community, manufacturing, airport based, to name a few.
Pattern it after Dade City.
Quit changing it.
Controlled growth.
Controlled growth more local development like brewery to promote town and community.
Stop building banks and convenient stores.
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•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Allow growth, zoning has not permitted businesses in certain parts of city and thus
prevented growth.
Increase travel lanes from Tampa/Wesley Chapel to ease traffic and stimulate
growth/relocation in our direction.
Also, expand northward within the borders of Fort King Rd and 23rd St until hitting
properties with physical addresses of Dade City. Expand eastward to railroad to encompass
the proposed industrial corridor area with the Central State Aggregates mining property but
not the Green swamp/SWFWMD owned lands and not encroaching on Richland (northeast
of town).
Expand westward to the Utilities’ city proposed service area and a little beyond that to
encompass all properties except for the ones with Wesley Chapel physical addresses within
the borders of Eiland Blvd, Handcart Rd, and Fairview Heights Rd.
Plan for growth. Elect people who will concentrate and make sound planning decisions and
rely on planners through the efforts of reaching out to the community by those planners.
Sorry but the trailer parks need to go. We need good TAX REVENUE GENERATING homes
values at 200-300’s not 30,000 trailers and many of them place abandoned looking travel
trailers and RV by the entrances. I am embarrassed to drive down some roads. Zephyrhills
is a sleep RUN DOWN looking city and I don’t think it is even a city honestly. I tell people it
is a big town. Honestly, I wish it were still called Abbott. Why not try and get a CSX terminal
in city? Housing needs to be focused on single-family housing. No more apartments and
ZERO new trailer parks. There is no incentive or desire for then younger generation to move,
come or even visit here. They all go to Wesley chapel, new Tampa. We don’t need to
become the size of those areas; however, we can become those wonderful, clean, aspiring,
good plenty of jobs, new roads, nice housing developments here too on a small scale with
good planning and zoning. We really need a new city identity and encourage and incentives
to fill the old store empty fronts. The downtown area of brick paved streets pink color and all
the wonderful lights along 54 from downtown to park needs to be taking out into the city and
developed further. That is what I picture as the postcard scene you want people to know
when they think Zephyrhills.
Growth of single-family homes, more business, using the new vendor location for multiple
events.
Too many apartments/condos are going up with no improvement in roads and schools. How
can this be accommodating?
Reclaim trails areas and redevelop them.
More exercise trails.

12. HISTORIC RESOURCES
•

•
•
•

Please don’t knock down historic homes/buildings to make room for new buildings.
Personally, I moved to Zephyrhills for the history and I love my 1925 Craftsmen home and
the other historical homes.
I would capitalize on the historical aspects of the town while encouraging new business to
locate to town and use buildings that are already available.
Revamp the old building like the building across from the village Inn.
I would love to see the abandoned/blighted properties restored or torn down.
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13. HOUSING
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Tear down vacant houses and build new ones; create more housing communities; more job
opportunities.
Get rid of trailer parks.
Get rid of low-income trailer parks and gross vacant houses.
Reduce the amount of senior parks and increase housing for all. Instead of building new
homes and businesses on good property, start requiring that the ones empty get filled first!
Too much waste and using up undeveloped property for no good reason.
Less seasonal residents. Replace park model/RV parks and 55+ communities with
affordable housing for year-round residents.
Income-based housing.
Update buildings. Figure out what to do with all the vacant and run-down buildings and
homes.
Sorry but the trailer parks need to go. We need good TAX REVENUE GENERATING homes
values at 200-300’s not 30,000 trailers and many of them place abandoned looking travel
trailers and RV by the entrances.
Housing needs to be focused on single-family housing. No more apartments and ZERO new
trailer parks. There is no incentive or desire for then younger generation to move, come or
even visit here. They all go to Wesley chapel, new Tampa. We don’t need to become the
size of those areas; however, we can become those wonderful, clean, aspiring, good plenty
of jobs, new roads, nice housing developments here too on a small scale with good planning
and zoning.
Tear down old houses that have been burned or are vacant.
Keep it a small-town community and improve education options and housing for families.
Encourage more upscale housing.

14. IDENTITY
•

•

•

Advertise better. Update your Facebook with things happening around town, like the
mysterious farmer’s market that sometimes takes place in the park on Sundays that no one
knows about. Advertise. Post fliers; put fliers in with the mail for god sakes. I live on Main
Street and can barely tell you what happens when and if it does happen, it’s poorly planned
too.
I think Zephyrhills has a long ways to go before it becomes a place people want to move to.
If I don’t see a better quality of life here in the next 3-5 years, I am planning to retire in The
Villages. I have a pretty good income that would be a positive thing for Zephyrhills, & would
like to stay here. Hopefully our city government will earn those big raises & make some good
things happen in Zephyrhills. Thank you for the opportunity to voice my opinions.
Zephyrhills is a Diamond in the rough. It is only 30 minutes from downtown and the historic
area is filled with charming Hyde Park type houses. I think if the people of Tampa saw the
charm of Zephyrhills they would start moving here in droves! Being able to walk to the shops,
restaurants, and brewery in downtown from the historic district is key for encouraging people
to move here.
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•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Identity. I see one sign says city of trees on 301 then another one at downtown that says city
of water. If we are going to be the city of water get Zephyrhills water to be a corporate
sponsor step up and invest in local community to promote water and them too.
Welcome to Zephyrhills signs to main entrance roads.
Zephyrhills needs to rebuild its identity. Soon you it will be like Pinellas Park, Seminole and
St Pete: just one big congested nightmare.
Allowing a company from Phoenix to control our water was a bad choice, so tacky and
generic. We are the city of pure water but you have to call Phoenix if you want to turn it on.
Bad idea outsourcing the pride of our town. What do they do with all the deposits!!!! Mine
has disappeared since the change.
Honestly, I wish it were still called Abbott. Why not try and get a CSX terminal in city?
We really need a new city identity and encourage and incentives to fill the old store empty
fronts. The downtown area of brick paved streets pink color and all the wonderful lights
along 54 from downtown to park needs to be taking out into the city and developed further.
That is what I picture as the postcard scene you want people to know when they think
Zephyrhills.
Businesses should be given bonuses for using preexisting buildings.
I would encourage business to come into our city with tax breaks and other incentives.
Doing this would make our city more attractive to younger families that are more likely to
have better paying jobs. This in turn will bring property values up raising individual taxes
allowing the city to spend more on renewal of the Downtown and South Gall Blvd. areas.
This will start a cycle that will be beneficial to all parties involved.
I also think encouraging small businesses to take root in Zephyrhills, with its small town
charm would be more beneficial that trying to bring in more big box stores. Small towns are
harder and harder to find.

15. INCENTIVES
•
•

Stop giving tax dollars to businesses that you say hire people that live in Zephyrhills.
By encouraging more small business to come to downtown with incentives.

16. INFRASTRUCTURE
•

•

•
•
•

Flooding issues in specific areas, my neighborhood, should be addressed. Properties within
the city limits, the numbered streets, have flooding that impacts our properties, washes away
our driveways and grass. Dumps & carries pollutants to our yards, fertilizers, auto fluids, pet
fecal waste because it is not being directed to a site for proper collection. Storm water
should not be collected & released without being properly treated, and it is not.
City Water Service - the new company, no one is happy about. The old system was just fine,
should not have spent all that money which could have been better utilized elsewhere, like
our flooding issues...
Give better Internet for the people for people next to the prison.
Create a better infrastructure coming in to Zephyrhills 301/39 south of town and 54 coming
in from Wesley Chapel.
Lower electric rates. Lower water rates.
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17. JOBS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Encourage commercial /industrial development to provide jobs for people.
Make the city a hub for more high-tech jobs.
More jobs for people.
Give young adults opportunity to work local and be able to support themselves.
We need more jobs with all of the people coming in. I’m not opposed to industrialism.
More job opportunities.
Bring in multiple industry jobs. Jobs that pay like CF Industries/Mosaic.
Promoting industrial and airport job growth.
Stop allowing gas stations. Need good paying union job promotions with industrial and
manufacturing jobs incentives.
We need to start catering to a younger, more educated demographic, which means that we
need to attract employers that offer higher paid, and technical jobs and we need to improve
our school system. Educated people will not want to live in our town if their kids cannot get a
quality education here.
More jobs. We have lived here for a year now and my husband has still been unable to find
employment.
More industrial...more job opportunities.
Focus on warehouses on the outer parts of the city to bring in more jobs and tax income for
the city.
Continue to listen to the needs of the residents and industry professionals.
More business to for visitors.

18. SAFETY AND SECURITY
Crime and Drugs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get rid of the drug addicts. HUGE problem.
Get all the drug dealers out!!!!!!
Get the drug issue under control.
Get the drugs out! Can’t take my kids to the park without them being offered or myself. Also
we need law enforcement in this town that actually do their job.
Less drugs!!
Reduce crime.
Reduce crime. (2)
Cut down on crime.
Get rid of drugs & school needs uniforms! Be more strict.
Crime.
Crime rate.
Safety is number 1. So many drug crimes happening.
I really feel that there is a lot of drug abuse and wishing there was a safe way to report the
activity, when there are truly working families in the community.
Get rid of the druggies!!!
We definitely need to crack down on the drugs in the area. I see many poor conditioned
motels and conveniences stores that attract many bums and druggies.
Remove the drugs off the streets.
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Drugs seem to be very prevalent and we need to provide support/law enforcement to
procure our city as a desired destination, not a place riddled with drugs and crime.
Clean out ALL the drug houses, take anonymous tips on drug trafficking, stiff penalties for
these people.
Get rid of drug dealers, lots of vacant homes in city limits.
Tear down all of the cheap/run down living places, which attract drug users by being
affordable for them. Make it more difficult for them to live here.
Get them drug off the streets and get more cops and know what they are doing.
Less pills, meth, and thieves would be nice too...this town is overrun by them.
Get rid of the drug problem.
Clean up drug houses.
Lower the drugs and drug related crimes...
Crack down on crime in area more, build more apartments that are affordable but not
income based.
Focus on crime that seems to becoming more rampant in our once quiet little community.
Quit hiding all the crime here and do something about it.
Shepard’s Park is falling apart, and Zephyr Park is full of druggies and drunks in the
evenings. The last several times I’ve walked through there, people have been in the
pavilions smoking weed. In the 15 years we’ve lived here, I’ve never seen the park being
walked through by an officer. We quit going there too. The hospital loop is the only kind of
safe place to go walking at night.
Curb the drug dealers on 10th and 11th streets.
Solve the drug issue.
How about removing all the creeps from Zephyr Park. My stay at home wife doesn’t feel safe
walking our kid there during the day. She’s openly seen drug activity there and notified
authorities, multiple times.
Improve city park lighting and safety.

Policing
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

The police need to crack down on the drugs in Zephyrhills, it is getting terrible.
Increase police patrols in known high crime areas. And conversely, increase positive
community police interaction with youth and others, to promote better law
enforcement/community relations.
Make sure police officers are watching out for idiot drivers. Lastly, please make sure our
community is safe, if anything, examine the ignorant people and get them to change.
Strong focus for ZPD to reduce drugs/drug crimes.
Double (at least) the police force to get rid of the drug dealers. Pass a law to confiscate any
property used to manufacture drugs and demolish them as there are way to many meth
labs/crack houses.
We need to better our law enforcement. The drugs are getting worse obviously and it will
only get worse with more people coming to the area. Zephyrhills is a very affordable place to
live so people not necessarily good people take advantage of it.
More officers on patrol.
Let Pasco County take over ZPD.
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First off get rid of ZPD let Pasco county take over. They would do a lot better and keep
people safer
I believe we need more police activity. The drugs in this town have gotten out of hand. It’s
bad when the locals know where the drug houses are. Also, the same few people that walk
around town begging for money from the elderly population needs to be taken care of.
I don’t feel an issue with crime. Our ZPD does great job. Mainly jobs.
The police department has a reputation for being unfriendly and not really dependable (I’m
retired from a police department and I even avoid them.) Most locals prefer dealing with
PCSO when they can.
Support police expansion.
Continue to increase security, we have a great police department but crime seems to be
constant.
Beef up Police.
Increase the size of the law enforcement and have an administration that will stand behind
them.
Do more to reduce crime by upgrading the technical resources the police department
currently has - for example, one person to process fingerprints so they don’t have to send
them out and wait months for a result.
Improve morale at the police department.

Emergency Services
•

New fire trucks for the fire department.

19. SMALL-TOWN FEEL
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Keep the small-town feel.
I would limit development and do anything possible to maintain the quiet, small town that
Zephyrhills is. That would be first and foremost.
Balance growth with our wonderful” small town feel”.
I love living in our town and I want to see it succeed as a small but thriving community that
becomes a shop-small destination for our neighboring town residents when they are looking
for a getaway, special night out or a relaxing day away from the ‘big’ city.
Keep the small town feel and stop building gas stations. Leave the greenery on the corner of
54/301!!
Love the small-town feel, would live to keep that while allowing for more development of
new housing additions and businesses that would boost our economy.
Make this a community again and not let it became an unfriendly city full of stores, malls,
traffic and restaurants like Wesley Chapel. No one can say they were born and raised in
Wesley Chapel like many of us that are 3rd, 4th generation Zephyrhillians. Thank you for
this survey.
It’s fine as it is. Keep it a small town and not turn it into a Wesley Chapel or new Tampa.
Keep it as rural as possible. Crack down on unkempt properties, littering and speeding.
Small town.
Remain small town atmosphere.
Explore options for expanding business and retail choices while maintaining a small-town
feel.
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Stop destroying our beautiful small town!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Stop trying to make it a big city like Tampa where I moved from.
Stop the development. Protect the rural community here.
Keep it a small-town community and improve education options and housing for families.

20. SOCIAL CONCERNS
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

There also needs to be a coalition of everyone helping the disadvantaged so they can
combine forces to help more, including a center for the homeless. In addition to the center
for the homeless where they can have an address, a shower, and a bed and learn job skills
or where to get the help they need.
This is an awesome town. But it’s seems like you are more concerned with your sidewalks
than you are the people that could use some help. We all share this town, and there should
be more concern with the homeless people at the south end. Winter is almost here.
Lower Drugs. Make a homeless shelter.
Get shelters for the homeless as well as affordable or free treatment.
Offer better resources for the homeless that aren’t on drugs to get them back on their feet.
Let them work to help the community and receive the help they need instead of them
sleeping in alleys or woods. Most of them are mentally ill and unmedicated due to lack of
medical insurance.
I love that there are beautiful hearted people who feed the homeless at the park but it
attracts them to stay there all day and families don’t go there as much anymore now, not
sure what to do about that.
Clean up homeless camp, maybe set up an area when they can live in container homes,
they would have to keep area up to stay.
Stop the cycle of uneducated, jobless families. Find ways to educate our community. It’s no
longer so much as a retirement city. We have a lot of young families, but they come from the
same uneducated groups. Find ways to better the community through our members. Help
build a sense of pride and togetherness.
Get rid of section 8 rentals that are eyesores in the neighborhoods.
Keep it affordable.
Limit section 8 housing.
Cheaper housing.

21. SOUTH SIDE
•

•

You guys have focused on 301 near Wal-Mart more than other needed places that are run
down. Such as 301 where it splits at 39 coming into this town. You want people going in
here and think wow, what a nice town. Not oh wow, this place looks run down and scary. I
love my town and I am raising our kids here. It’s important to me to make sure my kids want
to continue staying here when they grow up.
Grocery Store on the south side of town, there is nothing available and a lot of people on the
south side do not have transportation. The only store available is dollar general without any
healthy options. Even the new proposed Aldi Grocery Store is slated to be built near the
Wal-Mart & Publix, all on the north side of town.
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There really needs to be some effort put into improving the southern end of town with
sidewalks, stores, and affordable housing
I would focus on redevelopment of South Zephyrhills along Gall Blvd by adding green, park
space, restaurants, and nicer apartments.
Redevelop South Zephyrhills corridor on Gall/54 (south of Village Inn to Chancey) This area
is an eyesore with scattered businesses and vacant cluttered lots. It does not make a
welcoming appearance for those who enter our city from this end of town.
When’s someone going to clean up the South side of Zephyrhills?
Take care of the south end of town, homeless. Streetwalkers. Drugs, the south end could
use a little help.
Clean up the deteriorating buildings coming into the south side of town, so Tampa’s first
impression of us into garbage.
Clean up area on Gall south. Area from South to Chancey
Clear up run down/vacant home. Especially south side of town along 301.
Driving in to Zephyrhills on Gall from the south - total redevelopment. Industrial and Heavy
Commercial businesses should be located on the outskirts of town not driving in to town.
There is a lost opportunity on the south side of town and at the intersection of Eiland and
Gall to create some very aesthetic areas to welcome residents and non-residents.
Fix up south Zephyrhills.
Clean up the south side of Zephyrhills. No one likes that side because of the crime and
drugs.
Getting rid of drug houses, cleaning up the south side of the city
Expand southward to the Hillsborough River/Pattie Rd straight across to US-301 to obtain
future development coming with the expansion of SR 56.
Offer incentives to business to build on the south side of Zephyrhills, like the area at 39 and
Chancey Rd.
Clean up south end. Bring in more retail. Clean up drug area and code enforcement.
Clean up and develop the southern part of Gall Blvd.
Encourage small business, but not sure how. South end Gall needs to be widened
regardless of the crime/drug issues. That will help to bring businesses into the community,
even if we have to start with development just outside to the south and work back into the
City.
Clean up Gall Blvd south to Chancey Rd.
Upgrade the south end of town. Need grocery store and restaurants. Coming into town from
the south is not very appealing. It looks rundown and junky.

22. TRANSPORTATION
Walkability
•

•
•

The Gall Blvd. sidewalks are a great start but since we’re a poorer community, there are a
lot of pedestrians and bicycle riders so more sidewalks and lanes are needed. It’s
unfortunate that we can’t have more like the sidewalk on Dairy Road, large and spacious
with a clear barrier from the road.
Sidewalks.
Put in sidewalks along main roads for those that don’t drive.
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More sidewalks for the scooters.
Focus (re)development efforts to the comfort of the pedestrian, including reducing the
encounters between pedestrians and vehicles or at least providing safe places for refuge.
Safer parks with better walking access and development of abandoned building.
Sidewalks throughout neighborhoods especially on main neighborhood roads that have
speeds over 20 mph.
We need safe crosswalks.
Build biking and walking lanes to link the city north and south, east and west.
Add sidewalks and clean up abandoned business buildings and houses.
Safe lanes for biking and walking. More friendly for pedestrians.
Better interconnection by way of bike and walking paths and sidewalks.
Increase the amount of sidewalks separated by trees or grass area from the road, starting
first on local roads in the CRA stemming out from all of the schools throughout the whole city
on major arterial roads (Gall and US-39), minor arterial roads (CR-54, SR-54, and Chancey
Rd), and urban collector roads (5th Ave, 20th St, 16th St, South Ave, 6th St, 7th St, 2nd St,
1st St, Wire Rd/12th St, 12th Ave, 6th Ave, North Ave/Geiger Rd, Fort King Road, Dean
Dairy Rd, Daughtery Rd, Pretty Pond Rd, Greenslope Drive, and Kossik Rd).

Cycling
•
•
•

•

•

More bike lanes, big bike lanes not small ones.
Increase the amount of bike lanes on those major arterial roads, minor arterial roads, and
urban collector roads.
Offer a separate bike lane, the snowbirds come every year and end up hitting a cyclist.
Traffic is crazy congested in season and doubles, sometimes triples commute times, and
plans have been thrown around for years about solutions for that but don’t seem to do
anything.
Interconnected transportation network -- sidewalks, bike paths, public transportation to
connect homes with shopping areas, restaurants, and medical facilities; widen existing main
roads -- 301, CR 54, SR 54, to help with traffic in the winter months.
Build biking and walking lanes to link the city north and south, east and west.

Transit
•
•
•
•
•

Bus routes need to be more accessible, posted on the wall or bus stop when possible.
Add public transportation.
Bus stops need sun, and rain protection.
Have affordable transportation to Tampa International Airport.
Bus stop signs for locations for children school bus stops.

Streets and Roads
•

•
•
•

Stop ignorant opposition to improving Gall through town while encouraging four-lane
extension of 56 to dead end at two lane 301.Pay more attention to getting the so-called
Zephyrhills Bypass built. Would relieve traffic more than a 4 lane 56.
Roads repaired. Stop light at 54 and Court St, cannot get out when seasonal people come.
Widen 54.
Orv area for trucks.
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Widen the roads!
Widen some roads.
SR 54 needs work (widening, sidewalks, turning lanes etc.) I think traffic congestion is
probably the biggest obstacle. Any new development must give thought to traffic control.
Road improvements and pave dirt roads.
Traffic - widen roads to handle traffic. Shopping would be nice rather than going out of town.
Repair all roads. County Route 54 is absolutely embarrassing when company comes to visit.
Improve roads; fix the light situation on Eiland (lack of) .
Widen all major roadways is top priority.
ROADS, ROADS, ROADS.
Widen SR 54 and add some traffic lights. Put a gas station around SR54 and Eiland.
Keep the streets in good repair.
Fix the roads. They are in horrible condition.
Wider streets, more turning lanes Morris Bridge and Chancy.
Too many dirt roads. Too many holes on the paved roads.
Better roads, brighter lines on the road the old ones are faded, pay more attention to dirt
roads when it rains they get bad.
Repair roads - Eiland, 301, and 54.
Extend South 301 into Hillsborough,
Create separate turn lanes @ SR54 & Morris Bridge to alleviate traffic jams.
Repair and widened the existing roadways.
Better roads in developments.
Redevelop downtown and Gall Blvd by implementing complete streets on Gall, North Ave,
South Ave, 6th St, 7th St, 5th Ave, 12th Ave, 1st St, and 16th St).
We need to widen the main roads going east & west. There are too many roads that aren’t
even paved. Widen Morris Bridge! The amount of cars coming from I75 has tripled in the
past few years. The line of cars at the light on Morris Bridge & 54 is backed up over a mile at
rush hour, especially if you are turning left at the light. It’s time to spend money in
Zephyrhills and not just Wesley Chapel. We are not a dumping ground!
Create better alternative roadways around downtown, maybe roundabouts to keep traffic
flow going and lessen accidents.
Better roads.
There needs to be better signage about where things are, like downtown, and where to find
parking.

Traffic Flow
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Replace the 3 way stop at 7th and 5th with a light.
Put an in turn light from 301 to 5th Avenue.
More regulation on speed for the older population that goes at their own speed limit that is
way below what’s signed.
Consider more traffic lights on Eiland Blvd especially near Geiger Rd.
Invest in transportation improvements i.e.: Gall Blvd., Eiland Blvd., and SR54.
Upgrading roads to help with traffic, I know you are working hard on this but needs to be an
ongoing effort...population will not be decreasing.
Traffic #1 problem
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The only problem area that has not seemed to improve is south Gall Blvd. Chancey Rd.
heading east to the intersection at 301 is getting to be a longer and longer wait to make a
right onto 301 south as there is no turning lane other than the turn right at the light.
I would allow golf carts in town. I would use very small efficient buses around town for those
who need rides, and run them frequently.
Improved traffic flow, including improved and wider roads entering the town.
Put up speed traps on 6th street where people go 60 in a 30 zone.
I would like to see more streetlights some of the streets are so dark especially the street I
live on and they speed like crazy.

23. YOUTH
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Young people are being forgotten in the mix of seniors. More opportunity, educationally,
recreationally and socially need to be addressed immediately.
It takes a village to raise a child. Would love to see community effort that rewards our kids
for hard work, encouraging them that intelligence shown is cool. Not a lack thereof. I truly
believe this will help our community immensely in the short AND long run.
Would love to see more stuff for young kids and teens...i understand this is a elderly
community but there are a lot if teens and grandkids also.
Some kind of recreational activity, like roller-skating and such.
Provide more activities for teenagers. What options do they have for pleasure? The skate
park was great, once it had the right surfaces.
Do you do the best the city can to support youth involvement in sports? There’s always a
shortage of volunteers at Little Leagues. With all the seniors/retirees we can’t get better
support?
Give youth something to do.
Have more stuff for younger kids to do on the weekend.
Build more/ better outdoor areas for the children.
More activities for the youth to help keep them occupied, & out of trouble; I’d like to see a
center where the kids could be exposed to traditional trades or future trending occupational
things like robotics, software coding, solar, etc. They ARE the future.
Get youth soccer back. I would love to see a place dedicated to soccer we have 2 locations
for football and 2 locations for baseball/softball/ball.
I would try and organize more activities to do for example community sports teams to get
people active and out to meet new people as well as start opening places were teens can go
have safe fun. They are blared because they have nothing to do.
More activities for the youth.
More things for young adults to do.
More involvement in the schools and activities for the children to better their education,
More things for teens to do, instead of hanging out doing drugs.
More Children’s programs possibly for special needs kids.
More family friendly. Lots of things and activities for family and kids of all ages.
More things for the youth to do.
I just think we need more activities or places of business that involve our youth.
I have chosen to raise my family in Zephyrhills, but the number of recreational activities for
children has decreased since I was a child. We have no youth basketball or soccer city
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leagues. We have no city pool to take our children for swim lessons or to participate in
competitive swim. The local parks do not always seem to be maintained very well for the
children and they are very few places within the parks for toddlers, which makes it difficult on
parents with children of different ages. I would recommend focusing on building a positive
future for the city by investing in our children and giving them positive outlets and places to go.
I wish that there were more to do in town for younger adults and kids in high school. If there
were more things to do there would be a lower crime rate.
More activities to do for the younger aged people. Not much to do but bowling, swimming,
and movies.
Youth/Young Adult groups that meet after school and on weekends (community involvement,
hobby groups, etc.)
Recreational for teens and pre-teens.
Do more things for children. This town targets the snowbirds time for a change.
I think promoting youth activities to keep our kids off the streets would be my priority.
Options for the youth in this town are very limited. I’d even like to see some type of
community center for the youth to go to and stay safe.
Bring more things for teenagers to stay occupied or stay on top of the areas the teenagers
hang out cause there’s always a lot of drug activity at the skate park and city park with them.
More activities for kids. Taking better care of our neighborhoods.
Need more stuff for young adults to do.
After School programs for kids. More jobs, especially for teens.
I’m aware this is a seasonal town, but there are also a lot of children and it seems the only
thing for them to do is the water park. There is basically nothing else for them to do, none of
the businesses cater to children.
We need a center for the youth. We need a place where the youth can go after school within
walking or bus distance of their schools. Otherwise, businesses and people tend to get
nervous about large groups of teenagers. It could also provide a meal for those who are
food insufficient, help for homework and career counseling.
Build recreation rooms or things for the kids to stay out of trouble and keep active!
Some place for the young generation to go and do with community support.
More places for kids to play like an ice arena for hockey or swimming pool a place like
trampoline place theatre for kids more events in the parks the most important thing its all the
land or fields they need to be clean.
I would love to see a safe place for kids to go that is indoors and get them off the streets.
Someplace where young adults can actively engage and network for community events or
humanitarian purposes.
More options for kids to do. We need some kind of community center, pool, and better parks.
Places for high school kids to hang out and not get harassed.
Have things for kids to occupy them like pools, billiard and game rooms, dances. Teens club
We need places for kids.
More options for families with younger children, parks and safe places for gatherings.
A well supervised rec center for teens (under the age of 18) with indoor putt putt, dances,
educational theme nights, roller skating, soda/snack counter...A place like the old Kmart
would provide enough space along with parking.
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We need more things to do with the kids. A Chuckie Cheese would be great. This will also
open more jobs to our teens.
Home lots with actual yards so kids can play outside.
Focus on bringing in more youth and keeping them here. Programs and activities for kids,
sports clubs, etc. YMCA too expensive unless you get scholarship

24. OTHER
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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•

Open a pet shelter.
Create a noise ordinance like the one in Polk County.
In my opinion the best thing that Pasco County could do in general is to eliminate the
outrageous impact fees for new housing. What will benefit us most, no building or
economical building? I own a lot and for someone to build on it they would be subjected to
$17,000 in impact fees, not to mention other fees. That’s what you get...nothing!
Roads, mosquito control and tree trimming.
Stop raising prices on everything in October to gouge the snowbirds when they get here.
Stop the noise on 54.
Find a way to get the pedophiles out of all these mobile home parks.
We need snowbird relief off of the main strip.
Bigger is not always better. Quality over quantity. Expansion without a management plan is
ill advised.
Would also like city government to spend our money less freely--library does not serve
enough people to justify the construction cost, same for new city hall. The public spends
little time actually in city hall--we should not have to pay excessively to house city
employees. Would also like to see more politeness from water and permit dept. employees.
Rezone all the schools and city limits.
Hire a city manager with a brain.
I would protect Christian values, and lead by example.
I think you are doing a good job.
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